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FROM THE HEAD MISTRESS’ DESK

Greetings from Navy Children School, Arakkonam!
We take immense pride in presenting to you the first edition of the
school e-newsletter, GLIMPSES AND GLANCES.
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EDITORS

Mrs. Thenmozhi Arun,
Ms. Shabeena Parveen

As I present this first edition, I am delighted to share some of our
important milestones:
Naval Kindergarten was commissioned in INS Rajali in June
1992. It started functioning in the old boy’s hostel since 03
January 1994. The school started functioning from its own
building since April 2002. The school was upgraded to Naval
Public School on 07 April 1997, as a co-education institute and
re-christened as Navy Children School (NCS) in April 2005. The
school has approximately 536 students today.
We have classes from Std I to X. Counted as one of the top
schools in Arakkonam, it ignites a spark in students’ minds in
order to develop thought- provoking processes and bring out the
best in each one of them. Our students emerge as district, state,
national and international achievers in various competitions –
sports and extracurricular.
With staff strength of 45, we offer education to children of serving
naval personnel and wards of other defence organizations and
students from the civilian community residing around the school.
Discipline is a way of life and we strive to live upto our motto
‘Knowledge is bliss’, in everything that we do.
We strive to inculcate values like, pride for the nation, highest
form of integrity, honesty, discipline and a strong sense of
community, in our students.
We look forward to presenting upcoming editions to give impetus
to the creative endeavors of our students through this newsletter.
We hope that all of you enjoy reading the quarterly edition of the
school e-newsletter as much as we enjoyed putting it together for
you.
Warm regards,
Mrs. Sumi Jose P
Headmistress, NCS (Ark.)

The school re- opened on June 27 after the
summer vacation.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

On this occasion, students took
part in many online activities.
They made eco–friendly bags,
posters and wrote slogans on
the theme ‘save environment’.
They also planted saplings at
their homes. This year's theme
was 'Only One Earth', which
draws our attention towards
playing our role effectively while
living in perfect harmony with
nature - without proving a
burden on it.’ The day was
celebrated with vigor amidst the
summer vacation. The
celebrations ended with
educating students on how to
plant and adopt a tree and
motivated them to plant more
and more trees and tree
plantation at their homes.
Students took an oath to take
an initiative to save the
environment and doing their bit
for a cleaner and greener
Earth.

Our students of all classes
celebrated National Reading
Day on the virtual platform.
The teachers discussed the
effectiveness and importance
of reading. Students prepared
reviews about the books they
read.

MULTIPURPOSE ACTIVITY HALL

Navy Children School, Arakkonam, on 17 June, inaugurated Multi-purpose activity hall at INS Rajali,
Arakkonam. The facilities were inaugurated by the Vice admiral Sanjay Vatsayan, AVSM, NM, Chief of
Staff, Eastern Naval Command, Vishakhapatnam and other senior officials of Indian Navy launching the new
facilities, since, “Education will be enriched if sports and activities are blended with discipline”.

VALEDICTORY FUNCTION
A total of 116 students participated in various activities like Taekwondo, Badminton, Drawing
and Painting. The summer camp was conducted from 13 to 25 June 2022.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

Navy Children School celebrated the International Yoga Day on 22 June 2022 for classes KG to IX Online
and class X in the school’s multipurpose activity hall, with much fervor and enthusiasm. Theme of the year
was ‘Yoga for Humanity, Parents of NCS also joined the session with same excitement and joy. The
innumerable benefits of practicing Yoga were explained to all the participants, parents, teachers and nonteaching staffs.

SEVEN DAYS SPACE

STARS OF THE QUARTER

Students of NCS discovered the science behind the
solar system. Understood the latest developments on
Mars, comprehended the outer solar system,
contemplated planets outside our solar system and
looked for life in our local neighborhood and beyond.

Jessica Carlin of class IX secured second place for
District level Chess Championship 2022

PROGRAMME -SDRO

FAREWELL

Mrs. AMRUTHA V

Mrs. SHARFUNISSA

PRT ENGLISH

GROUP- D

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

INSTALLATION OF SANITARY NAPKIN
VENDING MACHINE
The Sanitary napkin vending machine is a user
friendly, wall mounted unit, self-dispensing of
napkins at the drop of a five rupee coin. Total of 35
napkins can be incorporated at a time (single
napkins hygienically packed in individual covers).It
has a robust compact design with the vertical
dimensions using minimal wall space needed.

ACTIVITIES BY STUDENTS

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

SOUND OF THE MUSIC

LET YOUR DREAM FLY HIGH LIKE A KITE

WONDERS OUT OF WASTE

NOBLE DEED

Donated her hair to cancer patients

